
Module 2 - Lesson 3 
Randomised Modulation 
Unity, C# and Audio Course 
 
Why And How To Use Encapsulation (AKA Serialized vs public variables) In Unity With A 
Simple Example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BV64ir5cgvE 
 
Solve Equations With Order Of Operations: 
https://math.wonderhowto.com/how-to/solve-equations-with-order-operations-369496/ 
 
Unity Docs:  
Random.Range(); :https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Random.Range.html 
 
Definitions: 
Hard-Coding: To fix (data or parameters) in a program in such a way that it cannot be altered 
without modifying the program. 
 
Local Variable: A variable that is declared within the body of a function. These variables can 
only be used within the function it was declared in. Because the variable is declared inside of 
the function, it technically doesn’t exist until the function is run. Then once the function has 
finished, the variable and it’s data is removed from the game’s memory, making them an 
efficient option for data that is only needed temporarily. 
 
Global Variables: These variables are almost the opposite of local variables. These are declared 
within the main class of our scripts. Up until this lesson, most of the variables that we’ve 
declared have been Global variables. These variables - and the data within them - exist for as 
long as the script is active for in our scene/game. They’re good if you need to use the same 
data in multiple different functions. 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note: 
Everything in squared brackets [ ] in this transcript, designates an action performed in the 
accompanying video tutorial. 
 
Intro - 0:00 
Today’s lesson is all about learning how we can randomly modulate some of the properties on 
our Audio Source such as our sounds volume.  
 
We’ll start by learning how to use the function that Unity’s API provides for us, to randomise a 
float variable which we’ll use to set our volume to. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BV64ir5cgvE
https://math.wonderhowto.com/how-to/solve-equations-with-order-operations-369496/
https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Random.Range.html


But once we’ve achieved this, we’ll be building upon our script from the last lesson and creating 
our own modulation systems of different complexity and flexibility. 
 
So in this lesson and the next, we’re also going to get more creative as well, as we look at how 
there’s usually more than one way to get your audio to do what you want it to. 
 
Modulation - 0:38 
Now before we get started, let’s quickly clarify what we mean by Modulation. 
 
In game audio, Modulation simply refers to changing a property of your sound as it’s played in a 
game, such as volume and pitch. 
 
Random Modulation therefore means to randomly change a property of your sound. 
 
So the goal of this lesson is to take our power up collection sound we implemented in the last 
lesson, and randomly modulate both its volume and its pitch right as it’s about to play, to add a 
small amount of variety to the sound. 
 
[In Unity Editor] So the first thing we need is to get our PowerUpAudio script open if it isn’t 
already. 
 
So find one of your PowerUp objects in your scene, select it, find the script attached to it as a 
component in the Inspector tab, right click it and click edit script [open script in this way]. 
 
Modulation Method 1 - 1:11 
[In script] Okay, so we’re going to start by randomizing the volume of our sound, but before we 
do that, we need to access it. 
 
Just like how we can access our Audio Sources public functions, such as the play function, we 
can use the dot operator to access it’s public variables. 
 
And it’s volume is one of them. 
 
So in order to access and change it, we’re going to write just before we tell our sound to play 
[place marker on the first line inside the if statement of the OnTriggerEnter function]. 
 
We’re going to take our AudioSource [write source], follow it with a dot to access what’s inside 
of it [write .] and then write the variable or property that we’re after which is called volume [write 
volume]. 
 
Remember that the terms property and variable pretty much mean the same thing in this context 
and are interchangeable, just like functions and methods are pretty much the same thing. 



 
Random.Range(); - 2:18 
So now that we have access to our audio sources volume, we can set a new value to it [write =] 
but how do we tell our script to pick a random value to set it to. 
 
Well Unity’s API provides us with a public class called ‘Random’ that we can access, just like the 
Debug class [write Random]. 
 
Then within that class, there is a public function called Range, just like the public function Log 
that was written inside the Debug Class [Range();]. 
 
Now just like how when we give data to the Log function it performs a specific task using that 
data, which is to display it for us in Unity, the Range function will perform its own specific task. 
 
The Range function takes 2 different float values, and will then pick a random number between 
those two. 
 
So by setting the volume variable to the result of the Range function, our sound will be randomly 
modulated between those two values. 
 
Now the first value you give it will be treated as the minimum value that can be selected and the 
second will be treated as the maximum. 
 
And remember what we learnt about in our Audio Sources lesson, the volume ranges from 0 to 
1. 
 
So with this in mind, let’s tell the Range function to pick a random number between 0.5 and 1, 
remember to follow these numbers with the letter ‘f’, as this function requires float data, which as 
we know, needs to have that ‘f’ next to it for Unity to recognise it [write 0.5f, 1f]. 
 
Let’s also be sure that the sound will be modulated, by adding a ‘Debug.Log()’ function and 
using it to post the value of our audio sources volume in Unity’s Console tab [write 
Debug.Log(source.volume);]. 
 
And with that, let’s save our script [save], and test it in our game. 
 
Before you actually play the game, make sure you’ve got your console tab nice and visible, as 
remember we’re going to be checking it for our Debug.Log() function to display the value of our 
audio sources volume. 
 
[In game] okay once you’re inside of your game, drive one of the tanks over to a power up and 
we should see a number between 0.5 and 1 appear in the console tab [do it] and we do. 



 
Now if we collect another one, we should also see a different number [do it] and as expected we 
do. 
 
Modulation Method 2 - 4:41 
So using the Range function, we now have a script that will modulate the volume of the sound 
that it plays. 
 
But whilst this system we’ve created does work, it’s very basic and isn’t customisable at all. 
 
The word system by the way, when used in the context of a script that we build, is a generalized 
term that I’m using to talk about all of the individual parts to our script as they work together and 
interact with each other. 
 
Hard Coding - 5:06 
[back in script] Now putting raw data into functions and custom systems like this, with no way for 
the data to be adjusted without editing the script, is sometimes referred to as ‘hard coding’. 
 
Hard coding isn’t necessarily a bad thing to do, but it’s usually more helpful to use public 
variables instead of raw data that we may need to change later. 
 
And when it comes to modulation, we’re very likely to want to make adjustments to the values 
that we want to randomise our sounds by, as we continue to implement the rest of our audio. 
 
So once you’re finished testing out your game, jump back into the PowerUpAudio script. 
 
To give ourselves control over these numbers, we’re going to create two float variables and use 
them in their place. 
 
So at the top of our script, inside our class, we’re going to declare the first one by writing the 
data type we want to use and giving it a name [write float]. 
 
We’ll call it modMin short for ‘modulation minimum’ [write modMin;]. 
 
We’ll then do the exact same thing, but this time we’ll create a float variable to represent the 
maximum value that we wish our volume to be set to [write float modMax;]. 
 
Next, we simply replace the numbers we put into our Range function with these variables, 
making sure to put the one that will hold the minimum value first, followed by the maximum 
[write Range(modMin, modMax);]. 
 



Now the last thing we need to do is make sure that these variables appear in Unity’s Inspector 
tab when editing this script as a component of a gameobject. 
 
Now we could do that by using the ‘public’ access modifier like we briefly did with our Audio 
Source in the first lesson of this module. 
 
But in general, it’s actually better practise to instead make variables that you want to adjust and 
tweak private [write private in front of one of them] and instead use the ‘SerializeField’ attribute 
with it instead [write [SerializeField] ]. 
 
Remember that this attribute also makes the variable editable in Unity, without leaving the 
variable exposed to unwanted edits by other classes. 
 
Now this probably won’t mean a lot to you at your level of experience with Unity and C#, so 
don’t worry about it too much for now. 
 
We will be looking more at interacting between different classes and scripts later on, but if you’d 
like to understand the difference between a public variable and a Serialized Field now, then I’ve 
provided a link to an explanation for you under this lesson. 
 
So now let’s do the same for our other float variable [write [SerializeField] private]. 
 
Here’s a quick tip, when assigning an attribute to a variable, you can place the attribute before 
the variable like I have done, or above it. 
 
It will still be recognised either way so feel free to choose whichever you feel organises your 
script better. 
 
Okay, now let’s save our script and see our changes in unity [save]. 
 
/* 
 
Warning Messages 
[In Unity | circle with the mouse each part of the warning messages as you talk about them] Now 
back in Unity, you may receive a couple of warning messages like I have. 
 
Let’s quickly break them down to understand what they’re trying to tell us. 
 
The first half is telling us what script is causing the issue. 
 
As you can see, it shows the path within our assets folder to the file of the script and its location 
on our computer, so that we can search through our game files to find it if we wish to. 



 
These two are telling us that the issue is coming from our PowerUpAudio script, which makes 
sense as that was the script that we were editing before these warnings appeared. 
 
Notice also the numbers inside the brackets. 
 
The first number is very useful, because it tells us the line of code within our script that is 
causing the issue. 
 
So these warnings are telling us that lines 10 and 11 of our script caused these warnings to 
appear. 
 
If we read the second half of the warning it says “Field 'PowerUpAudio.modulationMaximum' is 
never assigned to, and will always have its default value 0”. 
 
This basically means that because we never initialized our variables, which remember, means 
to set a value to, their values will be set for us to 0. 
 
Now this isn’t a problem for us, because we know that we’re about to set their values inside 
unity’s Inspector tab, so we don’t have to worry about these warnings. 
 
If we want to, we can press ‘clear’ to remove these warnings, or we can press the yellow 
warning marker in the top right of the console tab to prevent any more warnings from appearing.  
 
Finally, here’s one final tip about warnings and error messages like these before we move on. 
 
If a message like this is telling you that there’s an issue with a line in one of your scripts, you 
can double click the message [double click warning message] and Unity will not only open the 
script for you, but will also highlight the line it believes is causing the issue. 
 
As you can see, by double clicking on that warning, my cursor is on line 10. 
 
But because we don’t need to change anything or worry about those warning messages, we’re 
going to continue on with testing our script. 
 
*/ 
 
[back in Unity] Okay so let’s now take a look at our PowerUpAudio component in the Inspector 
of our PowerUp object prefab. 
 
Now we can see the minimum and maximum variables we created. 
 
Let’s set these to 0.5 and 1 [do that]. 



 
And then let’s save our prefab [save]. 
 
Let’s also make sure that these changes to the prefab and the objects in our scene were saved 
by leaving our prefab, selecting a powerup object and checking the value of the variables are 
the same. 
 
If they are, then we can play our game and see if we like those settings [play game]. 
 
Okay, so if we collect a power up [collect power up] we once again see that the volume was 
randomised in the console tab. 
 
But now, even whilst our game is running, we can go over to one of our objects and make a 
change to those settings if we didn’t like how the modulation from the last one sounded [make 
some changes to one of the power ups]. 
 
So maybe we might want to change these to 0.2 and say 0.5 [change values]. 
 
Then if we drive over and collect the one we just changed [collect the one you just edited], we 
can see and hear that our changes were applied, making testing and adjusting our modulation 
settings quick and easy. 
 
One more thing to note however, changes made to variables during runtime in this way will be 
undone when the game ends, so if you liked the changes that you made, it’s important to 
remember them. 
 
[show prefab in inspector] It’s also worth remembering that the changes made to the individual 
objects in our scene won’t be applied to the prefab of those objects. 
 
If we want a change to be permanent across all of them, we’d need to adjust these variables 
whilst inspecting our component on the prefab. 
 
Modulation Method 3 - 10:05 
[back in script] Okay great, our script now has a bit of functionality to it, and we’re making 
progress. 
 
However there are a few flaws with the method that we’re using. 
 
For starters, there’s nothing stopping us or someone else who’s working on this game from 
accidentally setting the minimum variable value too high and above the maximum. 
 



This would force the Range function to give us an error in Unity and prevent us from playing our 
game because remember, the first value or variable that we feed it must be lower than the 
second. 
 
[show volume in inspector of unity] Another issue with this method is that, as we’ve already 
established, the volume field cannot be set any higher than 1, or any lower than 0, yet there’s 
nothing stopping our variables from exceeding these limits. 
 
Whilst this wouldn’t give us an error or break our game in any way, we can make sure that our 
variables stick to this range and give us the intended results that we’re after. 
 
[back in script] Okay, so the way that we’re going to fix these issues is by redesigning our script 
and the way in which we interact with it in the Inspector. 
 
[slideshow] Right now, we’ve got two variables that can be used to set a minimum and 
maximum to the range at which we can modulate our sound. 
 
But alternatively, we could create a new float variable to represent the size or the total amount 
of modulation we would like to apply to our volume. 
 
We could then take whatever value our volume is set to on the audio source, and then add or 
subtract the size from it to find out what our min and maximum limits for our Range function 
would need to be. 
 
[script] So to do that, let’s first remove our min and max modulation variables from our script 
[remove min and max variables]. 
 
And then create a new serialized private float variable and call it ‘modSize’ short for modulation 
size [write [SerializeField] private float modulationSize; ] 
 
[Range()] Attribute - 11:55 
Now to prevent this variable from being set any higher than 1 or lower than 0, we’re going to use 
a new attribute. 
 
Either on the line above or in front of the SerializeField attribute, it doesn’t matter which, we’re 
going to write inside of two more squared brackets, ‘Range’ with two regular brackets [write 
[Range()] ]. 
 
And just like with our Range function, we’re going to give this attribute a min and a max value, 
which will be 0 and 1 [write 0, 1]. 
 



This will now prevent us from being able to set the variable any higher or lower than this range 
inside Unity’s Inspector tab, and you’ll see how it does this later when we go back into Unity. 
 
[slideshow] Okay, so before we write out the rest of our script, here’s what we’re going to do 
with this new variable. 
 
As mentioned, we can take the size and work out the min and max values to give to our 
Random.Range function. 
 
To find the minimum, we’ll take half of the modulation size, and minus that from the volume of 
our audio source. 
 
So let’s say for example that the volume was set to 0.5 and the modulation size was set to 0.4. 
 
We’d half the size, which gives us 0.2, and minus that from the 0.5, which would give us our 
minimum value of 0.3. 
 
We’d then do the same thing to work out our maximum value. 
 
We’d take the size of 0.4, half it into 0.2 and then add that to the volume of 0.5, giving us a 
maximum value of 0.7. 
 
We’d then tell our Random.Range function to pick a number between 0.3 and 0.7 which we’d 
then set the Audio Sources volume to before the sound is played. 
 
Local/Global Variables - 13:41 
[in script] So how do we write those calculations out into our script? 
 
Well first we’re going to need to declare a couple of variables inside the OnTriggerEnter function 
when our player enters our trigger area. 
 
So before we use the Random.Range function, let’s write ‘float min semicolon’ and ‘float max 
semicolon’. 
 
[write float min; float max;] These variables are going to hold the minimum and maximum values 
that we’re about to calculate for us to then feed into the Range function. 
 
Now by creating variables inside of a function like this, we’re sort of creating kind of “temporary” 
variables. 
 
Because variables declared within a function behave a little differently from regular variables, 
there’s two main things you need to know about them. 



 
First, they can only be interacted with from within the function that they were declared in, so for 
example we wouldn’t be able to set a new value to the min variable from within the start 
function. 
 
[write min = 5f; in start] If we tried to, Unity would give us an error, as we can see by the red line 
underneath the word min [remove min = 5f;]. 
 
The second thing to know is that it’s more efficient for our script and our game as a whole if we 
declare variables directly inside of functions rather than classes where we can. 
 
This is because function declared variables, and the data that they hold, only exist for as long as 
that function runs for, which we know is usually about the length of a single frame. 
 
Once the function has finished doing whatever it is that we told it to do, Unity will automatically 
delete and clear any data that is no longer needed, such as variables declared within it. 
 
Whereas variables declared directly within a class are held onto for as long as the class and the 
script it belongs to is active for in our game. 
 
So declaring variables inside of functions where you can is a good practice and habit to get into, 
as it means that the data it holds is only ever in use for as long as it is needed. 
 
Moving on, now that we have some variables, let’s calculate the min and max limitations of our 
random modulation, starting with the minimum. 
 
Now as we worked out earlier, to calculate our minimum, we want to start by taking whatever 
our audio source volume was set to. 
 
So let’s write ‘= source.volume’ [write = source.volume next to min]. 
 
Next we want to minus that number by half of whatever we set our modulation size to, so we’ll 
write minus modulationSize divided by 2 [write - modulationSize / 2]. 
 
Now when writing mathematical equations out like this, it’s important to know in which order our 
numbers will be calculated in, because Unity won’t necessarily follow this equation from left to 
right. 
 
As a general rule, multiplication and division is always done before addition and subtraction, so 
the ‘modulation size’ value will be divided by 2, before the result of that is then subtracted from 
the volume of our audio source. 
 



And that’s exactly what we want to happen, so we know that we can leave our mathematics as it 
is. 
 
In the future, when making your own calculations in your scripts, you may want to remind 
yourself which order Unity will follow your calculations in, so underneath this lesson, you’ll find 
an online guide that explains the order in which most mathematicians and computer programs 
such as Unity solve equations. 
 
Now we need to write a similar equation to work out our maximum value. 
 
This time we’re going to take the value of our volume [write source.volume] and add half of the 
modulation size [write + modulationSize / 2]. 
 
And now that we’ve calculated our new range for our modulation, let’s take the ‘min’ and ‘max’ 
variables and feed them into our Range function [add to Range() the variables min and max]. 
 
So let’s replace ‘modMin’ with ‘min’ and ‘modMax’ with ‘max’. 
 
Now to make sure that our calculations will produce the correct results for us, let’s go to our 
Debug.Log() function and let’s change it to tell us the values of the ‘min’ and ‘max’ variables 
after they have been calculated. [remove whatever was in the debig.log function] 
 
So let’s write the name of our first variable which was ‘min’ [write min], let’s then separate it from 
the next variable we’re able to write, by adding a plus sign then within quotation marks making a 
space [write + “ “ ] and finally let’s include our second variable - ‘max’ [write + max]. 
 
We can also include the random value that our function will pick between these two variables by 
making another space and then writing ‘source.volume’ [write + “ “ + source.volume]. 
 
Okay take some time now to add all of that into your script. 
 
Once you have, let’s save our script and test it over in unity [save]. 
 
[In unity] So before we test our game, let’s make our way over to the prefab of our power up 
object and set a value for the modulation size variable for our script to apply to all of the copies 
of this object in our game. 
 
[show variable] Now notice how instead of a box to fill in, we have a slider that ranges from 0 to 
1 [move slider up and down as you say that]. 
 
The reason why is because of the Range attribute we added to our variable earlier. 
 



Not only does it prevent us from exceeding the limits that we gave it, but it also allows us to 
interact with our variable with a slider, rather than typing a number into a box. 
 
Okay, so now we want to test to see if our script will produce the correct min and max values for 
us, using the equations that we gave it. 
 
So to start, we will set our volume to about 0.7 [set audio source volume to 0.7]. 
 
Next we’ll scroll down to our script, and we’ll set the modulation size to 0.4 [set modulationSize 
to 0.4]. 
 
Now remember, our script is going to take half of this 0.4, which is 0.2. 
 
It will then add that to the volume value of 0.7 giving us a maximum value of 0.9, and also minus 
it from 0.7 too, giving us a minimum of 0.5. 
 
The difference between 0.5 and 0.9 is 0.4, the size that we’ve set our modulation to. 
 
So we should not only see 0.5 and 0.9 appear in the console tab, but we should also see a 
random number that belongs between them appear too, which is what our Range function 
selected for us. 
 
So now that we’ve made our changes and saved our prefab, let’s play our game [play] and drive 
one of our tanks into another power up object. 
 
[In game] Okay so if I drive into this power up in front of me [collect power up] we see the range 
that we predicted and told our script to calculate for, plus the random number between them that 
our function has decided to set our volume too. 
 
Outro - 20:24 
Excellent! We now not only have a script that will modulate the volume of our audio source, but 
we’ve also looked at how we can take a simple script, design a bit more functionality for it, and 
then apply that design in code to improve it. 
 
Before you move on to the next lesson, feel free to go back over this lesson and enter your own 
values for the variables we created. 
 
Instead of just copying the numbers that I used, have a listen to how drastically you can create 
randomised volume modulation. 
 
Now whilst the basics behind randomly modulating audio properties has been covered, we’re 
not yet finished with modulation. 



 
In the next lesson we’re going to be expanding this script even further. 
 
There’s still one or two flaws with this system that a better designed script can fix. 
 
Plus, we’ll also look at modulating the pitch of our audio too. 
 
And whilst you could almost certainly add pitch modulation to our script using what we’ve 
discussed in this lesson right now, we’ll be doing it in a way that turns our script into more of a 
“modulation calculator”, where it can take any numerical property on our Audio source and 
randomly modulate it’s value. 
 
Now if you need more resources to help you understand what we’ve covered in this lesson, 
you’ll find some additional ones underneath this video. 
 
But you’ll also find a link to see all of the different stages of development our script went through 
today as a way of recapping how it evolved throughout this lesson. 
 
So, once you feel confident with what we discussed in this lesson, head on over to the next. 


